U.S.S. Gryphon NCC-42101
Mission Transcript
Stardate 9909.05

Host BlancaAGM says:  Mission Summary: The U.S.S. Gryphon has resumed its course to the former warzone border, where it will take the patrol duties as per its original orders.

Host BlancaAGM says:  <<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Ian says: ::In lab 4, trying to establish contact with the veggie....  gee we need a better name than veggie.  Hmmmmmm.... what was the system name in that message?  Ahhhh, yes Jenia.  So this, for lack of a better name is a Jenian::

COspencer says:  ::in her Ready Room waiting for the CTO and the CNS to join her::

CMO_Loren says:  ::On bridge, in command::

CNS_Cook says:  ::walks into the Ready Room::  CO: Captain

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Status, please

EO_Tiraz says:  ::walks to Chief engineers’ station.. looks over systems::

CIV_Ian says:  ::Tesla is still hugging the veggie... er Jenian::

COspencer says:  *CIV*: How are we coming along Dr?    ::looks at the CNS who did not knock::

YEOJensen says:  ::in Ready Room cleaning up broken glass::

COspencer says:  CNS: Have a seat please ::smiles::

TO_Day says:  ::Enters bridge, and replaces the CTO at the Tac. console::

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: We're on course to the coordinates sir.

CNS_Cook says:  ::takes a seat:;  CO:  thanks

CIV_Ian says:  *CO*: We are making slow progress, Captain... but I believe we will be able to establish full contact soon.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks up to warp core.. then runs a level 4 diagnostic::

COspencer says:  *CIV* : Thank you keep me posted

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Thank you.  Can you also manage Long-range and short-range scanners?

CTO_Roth says:  ::rings the bell on the CO's RR door::

YEOJensen says:  ::puts the broken glass into the disposal unit and wipes his hands::

CIV_Ian says: *CO*: I will do so... McMurdo out.

COspencer says:  CNS: I assume you might know why I want you here today.. it has to do with Ensign Roth

COspencer says:  *CTO* One moment please

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks at results.. seems fine.. except those sensors::

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: Nothing on long range or short range sensors.

CNS_Cook says:  CO: I am guessing about what happened aboard the Ferengi Vessel

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Thank you.  Please keep me posted.

TO_Day says:  ::Scans for any possible hostile ships along the former warzone border, and within their patrol range::

CIV_Ian says:  ::Adjusts settings on several of the sensors in the labs and frowns at the result... the sensors need some actual physical adjustment::

CTO_Roth says:  ::Waits::

COspencer says:  CNS: Yes.. it does.. I want you here to make sure we go about this the right way.. I want an attitude adjustment on Mr. Roth.. ::stands::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks around for the CE..::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::wonders if he'll have to take engineering.. hopes::

CNS_Cook says:  ::stands with the CO::

CIV_Ian says:  ::gets out multiphasic flux coupler and starts adjusting the overhead sensors::

COspencer says:  ::goes to the door and taps it to open:: CTO: come in Mr. Roth

YEOJensen says:  ::comes out of the Ready Room using the side door through the head and steps onto the bridge at the back::

CE_Susman says:  :: enters Main Engineering ::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::sees CE enter:: CE: Hello..

COspencer says:  ::notes Jensens' departure::

CIV_Ian says:  ::mutters and cusses a bit...  hard to reach that high without neck and arm strain... engineers should put these things where they can be reached more easily::

CE_Susman says:  :: barely awake :: EO: ah?.... ah, yes.. Greetings. What's new?

EO_Tiraz says:  ::takes PADD from table.. holds it.. awaits orders::

CTO_Roth says:  ::enters the Captain Ready Room...while repressing the sense of dread he is feeling:: CO: Ensign Roth Reporting as Ordered

COspencer says:  CTO/CNS: Be seated please  ::moves around and sits behind her desk.. hands folded::

TO_Day says:  ::Notes nothing out of the ordinary, and wishes that tactical stations had seats::

CNS_Cook says:  ::sits::

EO_Tiraz says:  CE: Well not much sensors still only at 92%..  Can’t seem to track it down though sir..

CTO_Roth says:  ::sits where the captain indicated.. wondering how much trouble he is in::

COspencer says:  CTO: Ensign.. would you mind explaining to the counselor and me ::looks at him:: What you think happened aboard the Ferengi vessel? 

CIV_Ian says:  ::ahhh, that's got it... it might actually sense what I want it to sense, now::

CTO_Roth says:  CO: Aye sir

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks down to PADD.. checks some things.. looks back to CE::

CE_Susman says:  EO: Well.. Seems we've to go back to the station to check every pallet and Isolinear stuff.... We cannot do anything more.

COspencer says:  ::sits back in her chair looking at Roth::

EO_Tiraz says:  CE: Aye sir.. ::mumbles about having to check every sensor pallet:: Where should we start?

CE_Susman says:  EO: The Primary hull, of course... 

EO_Tiraz says:  CE: Shall we do it together.. or what?

CTO_Roth says:  CO: while on board the Ferengi vessel you order me to leave you UN-attended despite Starfleet orders.  Which I did.  Later in the Transport room one of the Ferengi attack you.  I manage to pull him off you.  Then myself and my other guards step between you and them.  The Ferengi attacks again.  This time he bit me ::looks slightly embarrassed::

CMO_Loren says:  SO: Please keep in touch with Dr. McMurdo and inform me of anything he learns about the creature.

CE_Susman says:  EO: Sure

CIV_Ian says:  ::watches the sensor readings for several minutes... trying to correlate the readings with what he is getting from Tesla's empathic senses::

COspencer says:  ::nods at him:: CTO: Continue

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks to PADD.. checks specifications on sensor pallets.. Looks back to CE:: CE: I'm right behind you sir.

CTO_Roth says:  CO: and my soccer reflex took over....Next thing I know my foot kicked out and the Ferengi was flying throw the air...Then I was on the Gryphon

CE_Susman says:  EO: Did you check the computer access logs?

EO_Tiraz says:  CE: Sorry sir.. I didn’t..  ::sighs::

COspencer says:  CTO: So you think it was an accident.. it was not an implied kick that you meant.. you did not mean to harm him enough to kill him then?

CNS_Cook says:  ::sits in chair listening to what the CTO says::

SO_Jones says:  ::On bridge, scanning for anything out of the ordinary in the systems that they are passing in, as well as around the warzone::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::wonders how he always forgets things::

CE_Susman says:  EO: Well. I think I've to be going up there.. If you want, check it. Otherwise, I'll do it

CMO_Loren says:  SO: Mr. Tiraz is monitoring the scanners.  Please keep in touch with Dr. McMurdo.

CE_Susman says:  EO: Questions?

CTO_Roth says:  CO: no ma’am.....I remember getting bit...then seeing him fly throw the air.  I do not recall kicking.

SO_Jones says:  CMO: Aye.

EO_Tiraz says:  CE: Aye sir.. I'll check the computer access logs... Then I'll join you.. No sir..

CIV_Ian says:  Computer: Run a cross-reference with UFP linguistic database, including kinesthetics, with the sensor data from sensors 1, 4, 5 and 7.

YEOJensen says:  ::dusts off the auxiliary life support controls ... almost never get used::

COspencer says:  CTO: Alright. ::Stands::  I want you to report to the CNS in a few minutes in his office..  you are dismissed

CIV_Ian says:  <Computer>: Working

CE_Susman says:  EO: OK. You have Engineering. I'll be up there :: approaches to the turbolift and enters it ::

CE_Susman says:  TL: Bridge

EO_Tiraz says:  CE: Aye sir..

CTO_Roth says:  CO: aye mama ::gets up and leaves the RR::

COspencer says:  ::watches Roth leave:: CNS: you are quiet.. any comments..? ::is frowning::

SO_Jones says:  *CIV* How is your progress, Doctor?

CE_Susman says:  :: doors closes :: 

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

EO_Tiraz says:  ::goes to master systems display.. looks it over once:: Self: Good...

CIV_Ian says:  *SO* Slow, but steady... I am running some cross-references in LCARS at the moment.  I need you to analyze the creature :;points at the plant:: and see what sort of nutrients it needs.

CNS_Cook says:  CO: no ma’am, I think he was telling the truth, in most cases when you are being attacked your instincts take over

CTO_Roth says:  ::stops by the Tac station for a station report and the drill reports..then heads for the counselors office::

COspencer says:  CNS: I disagree... I want you.,. to take him and strip him of every bit of cocky attitude he has.. ::turns:: to sit there and lie to his commanding Officer.. is not going to be taken lightly..

EO_Tiraz says:  ::continues to Chief Engineers Office..  sets PADD down.. and sits::

SO_Jones says:  *CIV* On my way.

COspencer says:  CNS: He is to report to the Science Station when he is not with you.. he may stay in his quarters when not at either..

CMO_Loren says:  SO: No. Monitor McMurdo from the bridge.

CIV_Ian says:  <Computer>: Cross-reference search complete, 342 matches found.  Do you wish a complete list?

SO_Jones says:  ::Proceeds to Turbolift:: TL: Lab 4

EO_Tiraz says:  ::checks systems over.. then checks  computer access logs::

CIV_Ian says:  *SO* Understood.

SO_Jones says:  <Computer> Acknowledged. ::Takes the SO down to that deck::

CNS_Cook says:  CO: Understood, I will do my best

CMO_Loren says: *SO*: Please get back to the bridge.

CIV_Ian says:  Computer: No... does the search indicate a linguistic basis for the patterned data?

CE_Susman says:  :: reaches the bridge, enters :: CMO: Lt. Susman reporting, sir

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks up to warp core.. sees its fine.. then goes back to console..::

YEOJensen says:  ::slips a PADD out of the pocket of his utility trousers and takes a few quick notes::

COspencer says:  CNS: I do not want a Tactical Officer on my ship that does not know the difference between the truth and lying.. to try and get away with almost killing someone.. I do not want him back here until he can answer my question correctly..

CIV_Ian says:  <Computer>Working......   87% probability that a linguistic basis exists.

SO_Jones says:  *CMO* Sir, the Doctor asked me to help him study the alien?

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over at engineer.. tells him go get a move on it::

CNS_Cook says:  CO: You truly believe he wanted to kill Brak ::senses the anger from the CO::

SO_Jones says:  ::Realizes that he might as well listen to the CMO:: *CMO* On my way, sir.

SO_Jones says:  TL: Deck 1, Bridge.

SO_Jones says:  <Computer> Acknowledged. ::Takes the SO upward::

YEOJensen says:  ::moves into the Observation lounge and takes a look around::

CMO_Loren says:  *CIV*  Please inform the SO that he is to return to the bridge.  I would remind you of your discussion with the CO.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over computer access logs..  ::Self: Hmmm?

CE_Susman says:  :: goes over Operations and takes over it ::

COspencer says:  CNS: Yes I do.. I have seen that look before.. I know it well.. whatever was the reason I do not care.. but you will .. and take care of it.. ::sits down behind her desk::

SO_Jones says:  *CIV* I'm afraid that you will have to study the alien on your own, I am needed on the bridge.

SO_Jones says:  ::Exits the turbolift on the bridge, and moves over to the Science console::

CIV_Ian says:  *CMO* Huh?  I was unaware that the SO was involved in anything else... and the CO gave me authority to use whatever resources were available... if you need him for something else, then fine ::frowns::

YEOJensen says:  ::trips on the carpet and falls on a chair twisting his ankle slightly:: Self: Darn it ......

CNS_Cook says:  CO: I will talk with him

EO_Tiraz says:  ::wonders for a moment.. looks them over again::

CMO_Loren says:  *CIV*  I am assigning Dr. Jennings of the Science/Medical Research team to assist you.

CIV_Ian says:  *SO* very well

CIV_Ian says:  *CMO* Understood.

CMO_Loren says:  ::Dr. Jennings reports to CIV McMurdo::

YEOJensen says:  ::picks himself up off the carpet and dusts himself off favoring his right ankle.  Curses his luck and makes his way for the auxiliary turbolift in the corner of the room::

CNS_Cook says:  CO:  is there any thing else I need to talk with him about?

CE_Susman says:  :: passes codes to the panel ::

CIV_Ian says:  Jennings: Run some metabolic scans.. we need to know the creature’s nutrient requirements

COspencer says:  CNS: You will do more than talk…  get to the bottom of it.. ::her face softens:: I am not mad at you.. I am disgusted with him

CNS_Cook says:  ::stands and gets ready to leave::

CIV_Ian says:  <Jennings>: Yes, Dr.

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: We're are just going around the Owlston Nebula sir.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks closer at logs..  sees nothing.. ::*CE*: Sir?

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Thank you.

SO_Jones says:  ::Sits at the Science console, and runs scans of the Owlston Nebula, just in case::

COspencer says:  CNS: I will send you a full report on  what I expect.. just get started please.. ::moves to the door::

CIV_Ian says:  Jennings: Once you get that done, replicate some and place it near the creature... it may be hungry.

CNS_Cook says:  CO: Yes ma’am, ::turns to leave::  He wont leave my office until I get to the bottom of this

CMO_Loren says:  SO: Please check the computer for info on the Owlston Nebula.

CIV_Ian says:  <Jennings>: Right, Dr.

SO_Jones says:  CMO: Aye, sir. ::Checks computer for previous information on the Owlston Nebula, while he constantly scans it::

CE_Susman says:  :: checks priority lists and communications :: *EO*: Check everything, Ensign. There's something we missed. The computer doesn't erase files without saying anything

YEOJensen says:  ::steps into the Turbolift and leans against a wall up against the carpeted wall:: TL: Sickbay .....

COspencer says:  ::pats him on the back: CNS: Thank you.. ::door swishes closed and she is alone::

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Seem to be with the programming...  Seems to be the cross-checking of the systems sir.

CIV_Ian says:  :;goes back to trying to build some sort of linguistic translator bridge from the sensors  to an audio output::

CNS_Cook says:  ::stands there for a moment, then walks though the door and to his office::

CE_Susman says:  *EO*: trace it and block it. Once you've done that, pass the information to me

YEOJensen says:  ::hobbles out of the turbolift and makes his way down the corridor slowly favoring his injured ankle::

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Aye sir.. Trace and Block. then transfer information.. Tiraz out.

SO_Jones says:  ::Computer finishes it's research:: CMO: The Nebula, is a Class III Nebula, and is quite massive. There is only one system in the Nebula, which was used by the Dominion during the war.

CIV_Ian says:  ::Jennings runs a few scans and takes the results over to the replicator.. which makes  a solution of water and minerals which should sustain the creature... he places near the Jenian, who sticks several stems into it and begins absorbing it::

CMO_Loren says:  SO: Thank you.  Sorry about the confusion earlier.

COspencer says:  ::moves to her desk and picks up padds::

CTO_Roth says:  ::waiting outside the Counselor's office::

SO_Jones says:  CMO: No problem, sir. ::Goes back to scanning the nebula::

YEOJensen says:  ::hobbles into sickbay leaning against the doorjamb as it opens and glances around for the good doctor::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::Checks systems.. finds it.. passes information to CE.. and Blocks effected system..::

CMO_Loren says:  SO: Please communicate your findings to the CE and make sure the ship's shields are adequate.

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Done sir...  You should have the information sir.

FCO_Kim says:  ::makes minor course correction to avoid the nebula::

CNS_Cook says:  ::walks into his office, walks behind his desk and takes a sit::

CIV_Ian says:  ::makes a few more adjustments... this SHOULD work, if I can get the data matrices aligned correctly::

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Please compensate sensors for distortions due to the nebula.

COspencer says:  ::wonders how long it will be before the one moment of quiet she has had is interrupted::

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: yes sir

YEOJensen says:  ::hobbles over to a Bio bed and glances around again:: All: Doctor?

CE_Susman says:  :: checks spooler :: *EO*: I have it. I'll finish to block it.

CIV_Ian says:  ::turns on the audio::

FCO_Kim says:  :: taps his console::

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: sensors ready sir.

SO_Jones says:  CMO: Aye, sir. ::Begins rerouting known information on the Nebula, and scans to Engineering:: *CEO* Sir, I am rerouting information on the Owlston Nebula, which we are passing. It should be noted that the Nebula is Class III, and the only known system in there was used by the Dominion during the War.

CTO_Roth says:  ::waiting outside the Counselor office::

COspencer says:  ::drafts some letters and reads a few reports::

CIV_Ian says:  ::hmmm. the output doesn't seem to be audio in nature... not getting anything.   MAYBE... try video::

YEOJensen says:  ::sees the duty MO and waves her over explaining how he injured his foot::

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: I'm going to crosscheck the systems again sir.

CNS_Cook says   *CTO*: Please join me in my office

CE_Susman says:  *EO*: Good, Ensign

CMO_Loren says:  ::Dr. Collins in sick bay treats Yeoman::

CIV_Ian says:  ::cross connects to a digital video output::

CTO_Roth says:  *CNS*: Very well ::enters the counselor’s office::

CE_Susman says:  SO: Noted, Mr. Jones.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::cross checks computer systems once again.. ::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO: Please have a seat

CMO_Loren says:  <Dr. Collins> Yeoman:  Please remove your shirt.

SO_Jones says:  ::Realizes the CEO is on the bridge, turns with embarrassment:: CEO: Aye, sir.

CIV_Ian says:  :;turns on monitor... initially a flashing series of colors appears... as Ian makes adjustments, a discernible picture appears::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over to Warp core.. then back to console::

CTO_Roth says:  ::takes a seat::

Host BlancaAGM says:  ACTION: A Federation runabout appears on sensors... ETA to the Gryphon 7 minutes.

YEOJensen says:  ::flexes his ankle as the MO fixes it and smiles happily ... hears the MO and looks at Collins:: Dr. Collins: I just sprained my ankle ... I don't think that will be necessary.

SO_Jones says:  ::Looks in surprise at his scans:: CMO: Sir, I have a Federation runabout on intercept course for us. ETA, 7 minutes.

COspencer says:  ::moves towards her door and out::  CMO: I am going down to your department Loren..

YEOJensen says:  ::hops up off the Bio bed:: Collins: Now if you will excuse me ... I have duties to attend to.  ::leaves sickbay ..... quickly::

CMO_Loren says:  <Dr. Collins> Yeoman: My records show you missed a recent required physical.

CIV_Ian says:  ::The picture shows a large number of Jenians....  they are basking in the sunlight and seem content::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::notices sensors... looks over at them and continues with cross- checking of computers::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  The Captain and I had a long talk about you and what happened aboard the Ferengi Vessel, I want you to start at the Beginning and tell me exactly what happened while you where on board

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: very well.. We beam over to the Ferengi vessel

COspencer says:  ::Looks at the SO::  SO: Identify please..

CMO_Loren says:  CO: Aye, Captain.

SO_Jones says:  ::Looks in surprise at his scans:: CMO: Sir, I have a Federation runabout on intercept course for us. ETA, 7 minutes.

YEOJensen says:  ::heads for the nearest turbolift anxious to get back to work:: TL: Deck one ... back entrance.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over at another engineer.. he quickly moves on.  Then back to sensors::

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: then the captain order me to leave her...despite Starfleet Regulations.  I did so with a protest

SO_Jones says:  CMO: It's a Federation Runabout sir, Danube class.

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  And what where you think when you arrived on board

CIV_Ian says:  ::As Ian watches, several ships come down through the planet's atmosphere... aliens debark from them, it is difficult to see exactly who or what the aliens are::

SO_Jones says:  CMO: It has been identified as the USS Parana.

COspencer says:  OPS: COM the Runabout.. Identify us

CE_Susman says:  CO: A runabout is closing, sir. They'll intercept as in 7 minutes

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  Lets start with you arriving on board we will get to your protest later

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: I was not thinking I was busy make sure the Away team stayed safe

YEOJensen says:  ::stretches his ankle and flexes it getting used to the new sensations of the repaired muscles and steps out from the TL onto deck one at the back entrance and walks the long way around, through the bridge head, to the back of the bridge::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over at sensors.. then continues with another cross-check of the computers:: Self: Hmm?  Should have fixed it by now..

CIV_Ian says:  ::the aliens LOOK like silicate lifeforms... hard to be sure::

COspencer says:  CE: Yes.. the science officer has said that.. thank you Mr. Susman

CE_Susman CO: Aye, Captain :: opens subspace channel :: (hailing.wav)

SO_Jones says:  ::Continuously scans the Runabout, attempting to ascertain who is in it::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  So what you are saying is you where not thinking about what you where doing, you where just doing it

CE_Susman says:  CO: No problem. channel opened

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks to warp core, wonders about the computer cores.. looks back at the console::

YEOJensen says:  ::hovers at the back of the bridge checking out the goings on::

CMO_Loren says:  <DR. Collins> Security: Please return Yeoman Jensen to sick bay.

CIV_Ian says:  ::as the events on the viewer unfold the creature rustles restless and clings tighter to Tesla, who purrs and tries to calm the Jenian::

COspencer says:  COM: Runabout: USS Gryphon..  Captain Spencer

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: yes. Tactical personal go throw lots of training...the first thing my cousin told me was to keep your eyes open and be ready for anything.

CMO_Loren says:  <Dr. Collins>  *CTO* Please return Yeoman Jensen to sick bay for a required physical.

Host BlancaAGM says:  <Cmdr Valdez> COM: Spencer: Greetings, Captain Spencer. I'm Commander Valdez, from Starfleet Command.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::wonders if he should kick the darn thing.. stops self::

CE_Susman says:  :: wonders... Starfleet Command? Using a runabout??? ::

CIV_Ian says:  ::The rock-like aliens depart... but a short time later, objects fall from the sky and explode on the surface... many of the Jenians there are killed::

COspencer says:  COM: Valdez: Greetings back to you.. a nice place to meet out here in deep space.. anything we can do for you?

YEOJensen says:  ::leans against a wall jotting down a list of things he needs to do today::

CIV_Ian says:  ::the aliens reappear and start digging in the ground--they impress the Jenians to labor for them::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  but you still but strategize your surroundings and make plans for what may happen, so I will ask again what where you thinking

SO_Jones says:  ::Continues scanning the Runabout::

Host BlancaAGM says:  <Cmdr Valdez> COM: Spencer: I have been sent to retrieve the life form you have encountered, Captain.

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: I already told you.  I was looking around sizing up the situations.  making sure ever thing was safe

CIV_Ian says:  *CO* I think that I have managed to establish contact, of sorts, with the vegetable... er, Jenian, Captain.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks closer at console..  finds Three more glitches in programming..  and starts to analyze them:: Self: Hmm, this is very interesting.

COspencer says:  COM: Valdez: On whose orders ..?

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  And what did you think of what you saw,

SO_Jones says:  ::Looks at the Captain:: CO: As a note sir, I am detecting three life-forms inside. Two humans, and one Vulcan.

CIV_Ian says:  ::The scene shifts....  some of the Jenians are taken from the mines and encased in rock... the rocks are then fired into space::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::finds a few ways to correct the systems.. but takes a few moments to consider them::

COspencer says:  *CIV*: A moment Dr.

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: I saw a Ferengi vessel and crew

CIV_Ian says:  *CO*: No problem, Captain...  I am recording so you can see it later.

COspencer says:  ::waves at SO.. hoping Loren can answer him:: COM: I repeat on whose orders

CE_Susman says:  CO: The Science officer would agree with me, but the life form wouldn't resist a travel on a runabout. There's no ship's resources for a containment field like the Lab 4's

EO_Tiraz says:  ::taps console.. trying to figure out the best way..:: Self: Well a patch on this one... And maybe.. Blocking the others..

SO_Jones says:  ::Nods a sorry at the Captain, and whispers to the CMO:: CMO: I am detecting three life forms on the Runabout, two humans, and one Vulcan.

Host BlancaAGM says:  <Cmdr Valdez> COM: Spencer: I can transfer my orders to you if you want to check them, Captain ::feels her mistrust:: My orders come directly from Admiral Harlan, sir.

CMO_Loren says:  SO: Thank you.

SO_Jones says:  ::Nods at the CMO, and returns to his scans::

CIV_Ian says:  :;McMurdo freezes the scene where the Jenians are being encased... there is a star field in the background....   hmmmm, maybe the astrogation computer can make some sense of this...  ::

COspencer says:  COM: Valdez: Yes please transfer the orders ::looks a tad worried::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over cross-checks again.. figures out a solution:: Self: Well that’s the best I can do.. I'll let the CE know about them.

COspencer says:  ::moves to SO:: SO  DO you have a positive ID on that shuttle?

Host BlancaAGM says:  <Cmdr Valdez> COM: Spencer: Aye, sir ::nods at his officer, and the orders are transferred from the Parana to the Gryphon::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::starts to block two of the problems and starts to write a program patch for the other::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  I guess you are not understanding the question, so we will go to a different subject according to your service record you received reprimand for insubordination and disrupting the chain of command tell me what happened aboard the Comanche

CE_Susman says:  CO: Receiving data from the Parana, Captain. Checking data encryption and signatures.

COspencer says:  OPS: Transfer them to my chair ::moves to it while she is waiting for the SO's report::

YEOJensen says:  ::notes things are quiet on the bridge ... wonders if maybe he should return to sickbay for that physical that Doctor Collins so rudely suggested was needed::

CE_Susman says:  :: passes the information to the Captain's Chair :: CO: Done, Captain.

SO_Jones says:  CO: Aye, ma'am. It is identified as the U.S.S. Parana, NCC-77681, a Danube class Runabout.

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: I was under Captains order to align the Comanche SIF and the Tug ships SIF.  When the XO contact me

EO_Tiraz says:  ::Stops for a moment... ::Self: Hmm, how shall I do this?

COspencer says:  ::sits down:; SO: Thank you..   ::reads.. orders are from SF::  COM: Valdez: give me a few minutes.. and you will have your cargo

EO_Tiraz says:  ::finally decides.  Starts to finish program patch::

CMO_Loren says:  <Dr. Collins> *YEO* My mistake, Jensen.  You did indeed have your required physical.  Sorry.

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  What do you mean he contact you

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: I informed him I was busy.  He then call the captain who called me.  I inform the captain that I was in the middle of a delicate situation and could not talk unless he want the ship sliced in to two pieces.  I then closed the channel

Host BlancaAGM says:  <Cmdr Valdez> COM: Spencer: Thank you, Captain. As you see... we're dealing with sensitive information here.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over at the warp core to check it, then back to program::

CE_Susman says:  :: waits Spencer, to see if she shows a gesture for closing the channel ::

Host BlancaAGM says:  ACTION: The USS Parana arrives within transporter range of the USS Gryphon.

COspencer says:  COM: Valdez: Yes we are.. if there is nothing else..  you may come aboard while we get her ready.. should not take to long

SO_Jones says:  CO: They are now within transporter range, sir.

YEOJensen says:  *Collins*: Understood Doctor.  Not a problem. Next time I am scheduled, I will surely be there promptly on time ....

CE_Susman says:  CO: The Parana is now within range, Captain.

CTO_Roth says:  Counselor: I was then placed under arrest and confined to quarters

EO_Tiraz says:  ::stops.. takes a few steps to look at Master Situation Monitor.. looks fine.. Continues with program patch::

COspencer says:  ::nods at CEO:: CEO : yes..  wait one moment  I am going down first.. ::moves to the TL::  CMO: You have the bridge

Host BlancaAGM says:  <Cmdr Valdez> COM: Spencer: I would prefer to receive my cargo here, Captain. We have strict orders to take the being to the SB as soon as possible.

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  Do you always make a habit of doing things with out thinking like kicking Brak, and turning the channel off on your commanding officer

CE_Susman says:  CO: Understood.

CMO_Loren says:  CO: Aye, Captain.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::Looks over patch..  Then runs a simulation test::

COspencer says:  ::turns::  COM: Valdez: That will be fine  give me 10 minutes.. to inform the LAB

EO_Tiraz says:  ::looks over results of program patch.. ::Self: Good.. ::satisfied:: Good!

COspencer says:  OPS: Close COM

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: obviously you have never aligned to SIF between two vessel traveling at 75 times the speed necessary to kill the entire crew.  Other wise you would know that one can not talk and perform such actions at the same time.

COspencer says:  ::moves to the TL and enters:: TL: LAB 4

CE_Susman :: closes channel :: (commclose.wav)

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: Furthermore as I stated to the captain I do not remember kicking the Ferengi.  And I do not see how the two incidents are related.

COspencer says:  ::exits TL and moves to the lab entering:: CIV  DR....

Host BlancaAGM says:  @<Cmdr Valdez> ::seats to wait and wonders if he should ask for all the information from the veggie the Gryphon crew might have been able to gather... decides that since it's not in his orders, he will not::

SO_Jones says:  ::Keeps sensor scans on the Parana, as well as the Owlston Nebula::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  the Captain you turned the channel off on seemed to think you could

CIV_Ian says:  ::hears Lab door swish open, turns and sees the CO::

CIV_Ian says:  CO: Ah, Captain, I believe we have established contact....

CTO_Roth says:  cook: the Captain is not me.  I and I was not about to risk the crew life trying to do more then I felt I was capable off

COspencer says:  ::looks around::  CIV: I am .. well to be honest I am sorry.. Starfleet has sent someone to pick up our .. ::looks at it::  friend

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  You don’t remember kicking the Ferengi but when telling the Captain what happened aboard the FV you said you kicked Brak

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Sir, I have a final programming patch.  Ready to Install, shall I?

CIV_Ian says:  CO: What?   I do not think that would be wise, Captain...

COspencer says:  CIV: Contact?  Oh why did they have to come now... I agree..   What have you learned?

CE_Susman says:  *EO*: Yes, Mr. Tiraz. Please, lock the safe area before doing so and save any file within the volatile memory.

CIV_Ian says:  CO: We have established contact, but I am not sure that the Jenian is fit to travel.....  especially in its current emotional state.

YEOJensen says:  ::moves over to a secondary console and glances at the readings on the screen idly ... wonders if he should go press the Captain's pajamas and turn down her bed::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO: well, I am waiting

YEOJensen says:  ::no starch of course::

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Aye sir, Will do! Tiraz out.

CIV_Ian says:  CO: The Jenian seems to have been enslaved... by a race of silicate beings...  starts viewer to show the recorded video::

COspencer says:  CIV: Do you have this in report form yet..? I can send it to SF and await their decision..  ::looks towards the video::

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: I said I do not remember kicking. I did not say I did not kick him. I am not stupid.  I know he was on my leg biting into me on second and the next he is flying throw the air...and my leg is in a follow throw of a soccer kick....I put one and one and get two...but that thus not mean I remember kicking him

CIV_Ian says:  CO: I suspect that several of the Jenians were sent out, like this one was to attract the attention of other star-faring races... perhaps for nefarious purposes.... I can prepare a report if you wish, but it will take several minutes

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  I never said you where stupid,

EO_Tiraz says:  ::Locks out critical systems areas.. Looks over patch once again.::

COspencer says:  CIV: Do it.. ::dismayed over Jenian's predicament::

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: you are definitely treating me Like I am

CIV_Ian says:  :;starts recording his observations and the data collected so far on a isolinear chip::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::install patch:: Self: Well the hole ship is in my hands..  This better work!

COspencer says:  ::moves to the plant and Tesla.. ::

CIV_Ian says:  CO: Recording now....  Do you wish for me to prepare the Jenian for transport?

COspencer says:  CIV: No not yet..

YEOJensen says:  ::decides rummaging through the Captain's undergarments might cheer him up ... and knows those pajamas need a good pressing.  Heads for the nearest TL::

CIV_Ian says:  :;chip finishes recording... Ian appends a few more comments and pops it out of its slot::

EO_Tiraz says:  ::monitors systems as patch is installed:: Self: Hmm.. good... good.

CNS_Cook says:  CTO: If I wanted you to feel stupid I would have you walk onto the bride naked, ok after you beamed aboard the Ferengi Vessel, what happened next?

COspencer says:  *CMO*: Have the transport.. paused.. ask the shuttle to hold on while I contact SF

YEOJensen says:  ::steps in and checks "pressing the pajamas" off his list:: TL: Captain's Quarters ....

CMO_Loren says:  *CO* Aye, Captain.

CIV_Ian says:  CO: very well... Here is the data I have collected, along with my comments and observations.  I will continue to monitor the Jenian, here.

Host BlancaAGM says:  @<Cmdr Valdez> ::wondering why it's taking so long::

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: we enter their meeting room.  Shortly there after the Captain asked us to leave.

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Request the transport pause and the shuttle to hold on until the CO contacts SF .

EO_Tiraz says:  ::Looks over to warp core and then to situation monitor.. back to Console and sees that Patch is working:: Self: YEA!!!

CNS_Cook says:  CTO: Ok, what happened before she asked us to leave

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: aye sir.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::happily:: *CE*: Sir, Patch is working sir.

FCO_Kim says:  :: carries out the order::

YEOJensen says:  ::steps out of the TL and makes his way down the corridor for the Captain's Quarters ... steps in and frowns:: Self: What a mess ... clothing everywhere ....

FCO_Kim says:  CMO: done sir.

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: nothing happen before she asked us to leave

CMO_Loren says:  FCO: Thank you.

EO_Tiraz says:  ::smiles at other engineers as they look at him::

COspencer says:  CIV: Thank you.. ::steps out of the Lab with the Padd::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO: are time is almost up any way your orders are to report to science, when not with me, or be in your quarters, but not on the bridge

CE_Susman says:  *EO*: The trace has been checked?

YEOJensen says:  ::starts collecting up the dirty clothes and sorting them by color and style in the Captain's closet:: Self: .... all the better to find you with.

CIV_Ian says:  ::sighs...  you start to make some progress and the SF muckety mucks come in and screw things up....   something is not right here::

COspencer says:  ::moves to the TL while reading the report.. enters... :: TL Bridge

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Aye sir it has and the patch is working correctly.

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  The Captain is not very happy with you at the moment, and does not wish to see you until this matter is cleared up

EO_Tiraz says:  ::smiles with joy as he continues to monitor engineering system::

COspencer says:  ::steps out on to the bridge:; OPS: Get SF on the horn Admiral Harlan to be exact

CTO_Roth says:  Cook: and what is the matter that needs cleared up??

CE_Susman says:  *EO*: Well done, Ensign. I think that we're secured for now.

CNS_Cook says:  CTO:  you are dismissed

CIV_Ian says:  :;goes back to work, trying to establish a sure means of 2 way communication with the Jenian::

COspencer says:  ::moves to her Ready room::

YEOJensen says:  ::folds one of the Captain's turtlenecks over his arm and slips it into place ... moves on to her lacy things:: Self:: Hmmm ... this one needs pressing .....

CMO_Loren says:  :: releases command of bridge to CO::

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Work on the sensor pallets now, or what would you like me to do sir?

YEOJensen says:  ::tucks an extra pair of boots under her bed where they belong with her other shoes::

CNS_Cook says:  CTO ::watches him leave the office::  we will finish our talk later

YEOJensen says:  ::makes her bed properly as she has a tendency to just throw the sheets off onto the floor when she gets up::

COspencer says:  ::bustles in to  the RR and sits down waiting for OPS to get Harlan on subspace::

CTO_Roth says:  ::heads for his quarters::

CE_Susman says:  CO: Reopening channel. 

CE_Susman (openchan.wav)

CNS_Cook says:  *CO*:  I have finished my talk with the CTO, I will get a report to you ASAP

CE_Susman says:  CO: Channel open

SO_Jones says:  ::Continues scans on the Nebula::

YEOJensen says:  ::thinks for a second ... no man .... no child ... :: Self: Maybe the Captain needs a dog .....

CE_Susman says:  *EO*: Stay there, Mr. Tiraz. Check back on sensors, if needed

EO_Tiraz says:  *CE*: Aye sir.

COspencer says:  *OPS* I will take it in here   Susman  ::in her Ready Room::

Host BlancaAGM says:  <<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
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